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Why Choose Jongia 
Being an innovative stirring & mixing equipment supplier, we earned a leading position 

in the Netherlands over the years. Our high-quality mixers and other products are now 

exported all over the world. Global reach is supported locally through a wholly owned 

subsidiary in the US and a network of associated companies and agents worldwide. 

Our capabilities and strengths:

�� 1VUNPH�OHZ�JVSSLJ[LK�[LJOUPJHS�RUV^�OV^�V]LY�THU`�`LHYZ��ZWLJPHSPaPUN� PU�Z[PYYPUN�
and mixing products.

�� 7YVK\J[PVU�^P[O�JVU[YVSSLK�THU\MHJ[\YPUN�X\HSP[ �̀
�� /PNO�YLSPHIPSP[`�VM�1VUNPH�TP_PUN�Z`Z[LTZ�
�� :PTWSL�KLZPNU�LUZ\YLZ�[OL�ULLK�MVY�VUS`�H�TPUPT\T�VM�ZWHYL�WHY[Z�HUK�THPU[LUHUJL�
�� ���OYZ�ZLY]PJL�HUK�H]HPSHIPSP[`�PU�1VUNPH»Z�^VYRZOVW�HUK�H[�ZP[L
�� -\SS�[LZ[�MHJPSP[ �̀�^OPJO�LUHISLZ�HSS�WYVK\JLK�TP_LYZ�[V�IL�[LZ[LK�ILMVYL�L_WLKP[PUN
�� *-+�HUK�MPUHS�LSLTLU[�HUHS`ZPZ�JHU�IL�L_LJ\[LK�I`�V\Y�LUNPULLYZ

What we do
Jongia are experts in the designing, engineering and manufacturing of stirring and 

mixing equipment for applications in the (petro)chemical, pharmaceutical, food 

processing, sustainable energy and waste water treatment industries. 

Over 75 years of experience, extensive knowledge and total commitment have resulted 

in Jongia building a reputation as an innovative supplier of first class mixing equipment. 

For example, Jongia pioneered mixing systems for difficult to dissolve powders, 

systems for premixing and for slurries containing a high percentage of dry solids or 

having a high viscosity. Over the years, Jongia has earned a front leading position as 

specialist in fluid mixing.



How we work 
>VYRPUN�JSVZLS`�[VNL[OLY�^P[O�[OL�JSPLU[��1VUNPH»Z�HPT�PZ�[V�HJOPL]L�[OL�ILZ[�WVZZPISL�ZVS\[PVU�MVY�[OL�NP]LU�WYVJLZZ��
choosing from its comprehensive range of top entry, side and bottom entry as well as dynamic and static in-line 

mixers and powder dissolving systems. Jongia is able to validate your process by menas of systematic calculations 

and lab-scale simulations.In this way, Jongia meets all requirements of customers requests and is able to supply 

process reliability and sustainable products. 

What we aim for
At every stage of the engineering, production and installation process, Jongia seeks a firm balance between price 

HUK�X\HSP[`��*VTWL[P[P]L�WYPJLZ�HUK�ZOVY[�SLHK�[PTLZ�HYL�N\HYHU[LLK�

You need Maximum reliability?
Skilled craftsmanship guarantees durability. The lifetime of a Jongia mixer is often more than 30 years. The inherent 

operational reliability ensures low levels of maintenance and repair activities resulting in a minimum cost of ownership. 

How we test and develop 
Experienced process engineers are available for consultation and expert advice. New technologies requiring 

PUUV]H[P]L�LX\PWTLU[�JHU�IL� [LZ[LK� PU� 1VUNPH»Z� PU�OV\ZL� [LZ[� SHIVYH[VY �̀�7YVJLZZLZ�JHU�IL�ZPT\SH[LK�VU�ZJHSL��
HSSV^PUN�[OL�TVZ[�Z\P[HISL�ZVS\[PVU�MVY�YLHS�ZJHSL�ZP[\H[PVUZ�[V�IL�HJOPL]LK��(SZV�*-+�JHU�IL�L_LJ\[LK�VU�HSS�1VUNPH»Z�
TP_LY�KLZPNUZ��0U�HKKP[PVU�[V�[OLZL�HJ[P]P[PLZ�LUK\YHUJL�[LZ[Z�VU�^LHYPUN�WHY[Z�JHU�HSZV�IL�JVUK\J[LK�H[�1VUNPH»Z�
testing facilities. In close collaboration with our R&D team clients have been able to achieve process improvements 

PU�THU`�VJJHZPVUZ�MVY�-VVK��*OLTPJHS��:\Z[HPUHISL�,ULYN`�HUK�V[OLY�PUK\Z[YPLZ�

We will serve you 
Jongia offers the type of high quality service clients demand in the framework of Total cost of ownership and TPM 

Z[YH[LNPLZ��-VY�[OH[�]LY`�YLHZVU�ZLY]PJL�HUK�THPU[LUHUJL�JVZ[Z�HYL�HU�PU[LNYH[LK�WHY[�VM�1VUNPH»Z�TP_LY�WYVNYHT��
Obviously swift reaction times and the availability of experienced and qualified service engineers still count as much 

as ever. Therefore Jongia is able to meet your service requirements. You can count on us!

Since 1937
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FOOD PROCESS

Type JDR
An innovative design topflange agitator. No gearbox necessary due to variable rpm 

options. Oil leakage and contamination of the tank contents with lubricants is therefore 

impossible. In addition the mixer shaft is fitted directly into the drive, eliminating the 

need for an extra shaft coupling. This strong and practically maintenance-free mixer is 

especially suited for applications in the food, nutritious and pharmaceutical industry.

Type L
The L type mixer is especially designed for versatile industrial applications. The mixer 

shaft is mounted in the hollow drive shaft of the transmission.

When the shaft length exceeds 5 metres, a bottom bearing or an additional mixer 

housing with bearing section may be added. This type of mixer is particularly suitable 

for combining with a large range of sealing systems, varying from a covercap, lip seal, 

or stuffing box to simple or complex mechanical seal configurations.

Type KL/FTD
A light, solid mixer powered by an electrical or pneumatic motor. The KL version is 

easily fastened to the vessel wall by way of a unique, adjustable clamping device. 

The FTD version is fitted with a mounting flange. Double bearings ensure a stable 

JVUZ[Y\J[PVU�HUK�JVTWHJ[�ZPaL�



Type JDRW
1VUNPH»Z� KPYLJ[� KYP]LU� ZPKL�LU[Y`�TP_LY� PZ� Z\P[HISL� MVY�TV\U[PUN� PU� [OL� ]LZZLS�^HSS� VY�
bottom. The mixer shaft is directly coupled onto the drive creating a short build-up 

length. The mixer is fitted with either a single inside mechanical seal, or an outside 

single or double mechanical seal with a sealing liquid system. The mixer can be placed 

close to the bottom, due to a very compact construction.. JDRW side entry mixers 

have a large pumping capacity combined with low shear making them ideal for larger 

(high) tanks. A manually or pneumatically operated leak stop can be fitted. As 3-A 

symbol holder Jongia supplies side-entry mixers for sanitary applications with special, 

easily cleansable seals. 

 

Type SBM (static mixers)
The In-Line Tube Mixer type SBM has no moving parts. 

The in-line mixer simply consists of tube with a removable mixing element with specially 

designed flights to create multiple splitting, rotation and pulsation of product streams.

A variety of applications include standard mixing, blending, as well as dispersion, 

aeration, de-aeration, heating and cooling and chemical reactions.

Type VHS (dynamic in-line mixers)
1VUNPH»Z� K`UHTPJ� PU�SPUL� TP_LY� OHZ� ILLU� KLZPNULK� LZWLJPHSS`� [V� HJOPL]L� L_[YLTLS`�
intensive mixing whilst maintaining very short residence times. As a result small 

quantities of additives can be mixed with a relatively high, continuous process stream 

in a very brief time.

In particular when a component or ingredient must be added just before the next step 

PU�[OL�WYVJLZZ�VY�ILMVYL�MPSSPUN�[HRLZ�WSHJL��1VUNPH»Z�PU�SPUL�TP_LY�VMMLYZ�H�NVVK�ZVS\[PVU�
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                polymers
 petroleum

CHEMICAL PROCESS

Type HD
;OL�/+�TP_LY� PZ�KLZPNULK�MVY�OLH]`� PUK\Z[YPHS�HWWSPJH[PVUZ��^OLU�YLSH[P]LS`� SVUN�ZOHM[Z�
without bottom bearing, relatively high installed power, high pressures and temperatures 

are concerned. Radial and axial loads on the drive are completely absorbed by a separate 

double bearing section and the flexible coupling connecting the mixer shaft to the drive. 

The modular construction allows easy mounting of whichever kind of shaft seal required. 

An optional spacer coupling in the mixer housing allows fast and simple replacement 

of the seal without removing drive or mixer shaft. Seals, bearings, spacer and flexible 

coupling are easily accessible for inspection and maintenance.

Type N
Mixer type N enhances a transmission with an outgoing shaft which is connected to 

the mixer shaft with a rigid coupling. The coupling is mounted in a torsion-free and 

easily accessible mixer housing with an integrated double, self-aligning bearing section. 

Radial loads on the drive are largely absorbed ensuring good running characteristics 

and excellent durability.

The design is also very suitable for longer shaft lengths without the need for a bottom 

bearing. Modular construction allows easy mounting of whichever kind of seal required. 

Type Sydmikser RWM
1VUNPH»Z�:`KTPRZLY�[`WL�9>4�PZ�H�ZPKL�LU[Y`�TP_LY�Z\P[HISL�MVY�OLH]`�K\[`�HUK�SHYNL�
tank capacities. The mixer shaft has a separate bearing and is coupled to the drive with 

a tooth belt type transmission. The mixer is provided with an outside single or double 

mechanical seal. As an option the mixer can be equipped with a tank-shut-off system. 

Also a combination with a swivel angle is applicable. With this configuration the mixer 

PZ�LZWLJPHSS`�Z\P[HISL�MVY�SHYNL�Z[VYHNL�[HURZ��;OL�:`KTPRZLY�PZ�L_LJ\[LK�^P[O�1VUNPH»Z�
/PMSV�WYVW�MVY�\S[PTH[L�O`KYH\SPJ�WLYMVYTHUJL�(�OLH]`�WL[YVJOLTPJHS�PUK\Z[Y`�L_LJ\[PVU�
in accordance with API is available.



Type CRM (Counter Rotating Mixers)
When a process requires the mixer to perform more than one specific duty our 

combination mixers could be the answer.

Depending on the requirements a vessel can be fitted with 2 or more separate mixers.

A wide range of combinations is available. A commonly used solution is that of an 

anchor type mixer with an axial flow type, dispersion or propeller type mixer.

>OLU� [OL� ZPaL� VM� [OL� ]LZZLS� [VW� SPTP[Z� [OL� \ZL� VM� ]HYPV\Z� ZLWHYH[L� TP_LYZ�� JVTIP�
systems with a special hollow shaft construction are recommended. These mixers are 

built on top of each other with the shaft of the one mixer passing through the other 

mixer shaft, each shaft being driven separately. 

 

Jongia powder dissolving equipment
For homogeneous mixing of powders in liquids Jongia offers powder dissolving 

installations, manually operated as well as automated.

The effective, sanitary Jetmixer that does not contain any moving parts forms the heart 

of the installation. Depending on the ingredients, the flow characteristics of the powder 

and the desired concentration the installation can be operated in-line or circulatory.

Lifting stands
1VUNPH»Z� SPM[PUN� Z[HUKZ� MVY� ZTHSSLY� HUK�TLKP\T�ZPaLK�TP_LYZ� HYL� [HPSVY�THKL� [V�TLL[�
the specifications of our clients. They are available in wall as well as floor-mounted 

versions, fixed or mobile and in a rigid design.



 
       digestatebiogas
  slurry   energy
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Type L
The L type mixer is especially designed for light industrial applications. The mixer shaft 

is mounted in the hollow drive shaft of the transmission. When the shaft length exceeds 

5 metres, a bottom bearing or an additional mixer housing with bearing section may 

be added. This type of mixer is particularly suitable for combining with a large range of 

seals, varying from dustcap, lip seal, or stuffing box to mechanical seal.

Type Sydmikser JRWM
1VUNPH»Z�:`KTPRZLY�[`WL�19>4�PZ�H�]LY`�JVTWHJ[��YPNPK�HUK�YLSPHISL�ZPKL�LU[Y`�TP_LY��
typically applicable for large capacities, heavy duties and requires very few maintenance. 

The JRWM is mostly applied on tanks with sludge, relatively high dry solids and fluids 

with particles. For example, type JRWM is applied in Biogas tanks and waste water 

systems. The JRWM can be executed with a wide variety of mixerblades, however 

[VNL[OLY�^P[O� [OL�/`KYVMVPS���]LYZPVU�TP_LYISHKLZ�� [OL�19>4�PZ�\UILH[LU� PU� P[Z� MPLSK��
Almost all mechanical seal constructions, even stuffing box systems can be applied. 

;OL� NLHYIV_� OHZ� HU� L_[LUKLK� ILHYPUN� KPZ[HUJL� PUJVYWVYH[LZ� [OL� V]LYZPaLK� ZOHM[��
Equipped with a tank-shut-off system, the JRWM is your most versatile side entry mixer.

Type HD
This mixer is designed for heavy industrial applications, when relatively long 

shafts without bottom bearing, relatively high installed power, high pressures and 

temperatures. Radial and axial loads on the drive are completely absorbed by a 

separate double bearing section and the flexible coupling connecting the mixer shaft 

to the drive. The modular construction allows easy mounting of whichever kind of 

shaft seal required. The robust construction of the rigid torsion-free mixer housing and 

the precision of the running characteristics guarantee the durability of the shaft seal. 

For use on reactor and high-pressure vessels an extra axial bearing is incorporated in 

the bearing section. An optional spacer coupling in the mixer housing allows fast and 

simple replacement of the seal without removing drive or mixer shaft. Seals, bearings, 

spacer and flexible coupling are easily accessible for inspection and maintenance.

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY & 
WASTE WATER



International Quality Standards
*VUZPZ[LUJ`� HUK� X\HSP[`� PU� V\Y� ZLY]PJLZ� HYL� HJOPL]LK� [OYV\NO� PU[LYUHS� HUK� L_[LYUHS�
X\HSP[`�HZZLZZTLU[�Z`Z[LTZ��;O\Z�1VUNPH�PZ�0:6� ���!������)\YLH\�=LYP[HZ��HUK�=*(�
certified (Lloyds).

1VUNPH»Z� X\HSP[`�THUHNLTLU[� Z`Z[LT� PZ� HSZV� HWWYV]LK� MVY� (;,?�I`�2,4(� 0UZ[P[\[L��
;OPZ�TLHUZ� [OH[�^L�HYL�JLY[PMPLK� [V�THU\MHJ[\YL�TP_LYZ� MVY� aVUL������ PU� [OL� ]LZZLS�
regardless of whether these mixers are fitted with stuffing box type seals, lipseals or 

mechanical seals.

0U� HKKP[PVU�1VUNPH� PZ� H\[OVYPaLK� [V�HMMP_� [OL��(�Z`TIVS� [V� P[Z�TP_LYZ� [V� PUKPJH[L� [OH[�
they meet some of the strictest sanitary standards as set by 3A Sanitary Standards 

0UJVYWVYH[LK��;OL��(�VYNHUPaH[PVU�PZ�KPZ[PUN\PZOLK�I`�H�YLTHYRHISL�OPZ[VY`�VM�ZLY]PUN�
public health through the development of standards for the advancement of food 

sanitation and hygiene.

Stibbe Management Strategy and Investment Group
Jongia Mixing Technology is wholly owned by Stibbe Management.

Stibbe Management Strategy and Investment Group is currently clustered in 4 divisions.

Within each company division, synergy between the independently operating 

companies is achieved in the areas of technology development, commercial strategy 

and shared services. For more info go to stibbemanagement.com

Other Stibbe Management Companies
terlet.com (food process equipment)

heinkel.de (pharma and fine chemical equipment)

nihot.nl  (waste management systems)

Representatives and Agents
Jongia has a world wide network of allied companies, resellers and agents. 

Each of these can be found on our website.



Visiting address The Netherlands

James Wattstraat 8

8912 AS Leeuwarden

The Netherlands

Tel.: +31 (0)58 21 39 715

Fax.: +31 (0)58 21 29 787

info@jongia.com

jongia.com

Visiting address Germany

Ferdinand-Porsche-str. 8

D-74354

Germany

Tel.: +49 7143 9692-0

Fax.: +49 7143 9692-259

info@jongia.de

jongia.de

Postal address

P.O. Box 284

8901 BB Leeuwarden

The Netherlands


